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Abstract

Synthesis by completion is used for a fully automated system for program transfor�
mation� In the paper� we present a set of transition rules for a full automation of a
sound and terminating synthesis process which preserves orthogonality and termination
of a constructor�based rewrite system�

Motivation

The transformational approach to the development of programs is attractive for writing small
components of large software systems� In this approach� developing a software component
consists simply of writing an initial� possibly ine�cient� but correct program P� and then� in
transforming P� into a sequence of programs P�� P�� � � � � Pn to get a new� semantically equiv�
alent program Pn which is more e�cient� The transformation phase� to be e�ective� must
be fully automated so that it is not necessary to be an expert in transformation strategies
to use the transformational approach for software design� In our work� synthesis is used as
a mechanism for an automated system for transformation of functional programs� Astre� A
prototype of this system is a component of the tool suite that support a Method for Soft�
ware Design for Reliability and Reuse developed in the Paci�c Software Research Center 	
��
The underlying methodology is folding�unfolding 	��� Synthesis of a new program version is
done by a completion procedure 	�� �� ��� The programs in the sequence P�� P�� � � � � Pn are
presented by a terminating� constructor�based and orthogonal �rst�order rewrite system� The
transformation strategies that are automated are� fusion or deforestation �elimination of useless
intermediate data structures�� and two�loops fusion or tupling �consolidation of similar control
structures� 	�� �� 

��

Number of issues occur to automate the synthesis process� Mechanisms are needed to control
or enhance the completion procedure� For example� a mechanism to control the production of
critical pairs during the completion process is required to maintain a reasonable performance�
Generation of useless critical pairs is the major drawback for using completion in its application
to synthesis 	
�� In our case� a careful control prevents divergence of the completion� In this
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paper� we consider the termination issues that arise by using rewriting techniques for this fully
automatic transformational approach� Termination of the completion process that performs a
synthesis is one of them� Another issue is the preservation of the termination of the rewrite
system during the synthesis� Usually� termination of a rewrite system during its completion
is ensured by using a reduction ordering to prove termination of the rewrite system and to
orient the critical pairs� As noticed by Dershowitz in 	��� it is the production of critical pairs�
conveniently oriented into constructor�based rules for de�ning a synthesized symbol which
permits a completion process to perform a synthesis� A reduction ordering may not always be
appropriate to orient the critical pairs in the way required by the synthesis� Our fully automatic
process does not use a reduction ordering for the synthesis� It controls the orientation of the
critical pairs into rules as required by the transformation strategy� So doing� there is a potential
danger to loose the termination of the rewrite system since preservation of the termination of
the source program is not guaranteed in general by a fold�unfold method 	��� However we prove
that termination is indeed preserved by our process for a constructor�based orthogonal rewrite
system� Furthermore� given a tactical for transformation� it is necessary to guarantee the
termination of the sequence of syntheses from the source rewrite system P� into the succession
of synthesized rewrite systems P�� P�� � � �� This problem is not trivial� What we call in the
paper a chain of syntheses �sequence of syntheses originated from one synthesis� can be related
to overlap closures �backward and forward closures� 	�� ��� or to a surreduction process 	���

The control mechanism for the production and the orientation of the critical pairs is de�
velopped in Section � Termination of the synthesis process as well as the preservation of the
termination of the rewrite system is proved in Section 
� In Section �� we give a su�cient
condition to prevent a tactical to ask for an in�nite number of syntheses�

Preliminaries

Let F be a set of function symbols and V be a set of variables� T �F� V � is the set of terms with
symbols in F and variables in V � V �t� is the set of all the variables occurring in t� A position or
occurrence within a term t is represented as a �nite sequence � of positive integers describing
the path from the root of t to the root of the subterm at that position� denoted by tj�� The
position of the root of a term t is �� The operator � denotes the concatenation of two positions�
The notation t � C	s� emphasizes that the term t contains s as subterm in the context u� A
term t is said to be linear if no variable occur more than once in t� Variable�free terms are
called ground terms� We only consider well�typed terms�

A rewrite rule is an ordered pair of terms� written as l � r� where V �r� � V �l�� A rule
l� r is left�linear if l is linear� it is right�linear if r is linear� If V �l� � V �r�� the rule is variable
preserving� A rewrite system is a set of rewrite rules�

The rewriting relation is denoted as �� The relations on terms ���� or � denote the
converse of the relation � between two terms� We write �R�

��R�
for the composition of the

two relations �R�
and �R�

� The transitive closure of the relation � is denoted as �� and
its re�exive and transitive closure denoted as ���

The rewrite system R is terminating if and only if there is no in�nite sequence of terms






t�� t�� � � � � such that t� �R t� �R � � � � Termination of rewrite systems is ensured when R is
contained into a well�founded ordering closed under context and substitutions called a reduction
ordering� The ordering that are used in practice are simpli�cation orderings that contains
the subterm ordering and the embedding we denote by � � Path orderings are simpli�cation
orderings built from a well�founded ordering on the function symbols called a precedence�

A rewrite system is overlapping if there exists an overlap between left�hand sides of two
rules g� d and l� r� i�e� if there exists a position � in G�l� such that lj� and g are uni�able
with the most general uni�er � �the two rules are renamed so that they have disjoint set of
variables�� A critical pair is the identity ��l	� � ��d��� � ��r� where t	� � u� denotes the
replacement in t of the subterm at position � by u�

An othogonal rewrite system is a left�linear and non�overlapping rewrite system� A rewrite
system is constructor�based� if all proper subterms of its left�hand sides have only free con�
structor symbols and variables� The roots of left�hand sides are de�ned symbols� C and D
denote respectively the set of constructors and the set of de�ned symbols� A constructor term
is a member of T �C� V �� Rf is the set of all the rules l � r of a constructor�based rewrite
system R where the root of l is f � Rf is complete if every f�t�� t�� � � � � tn� where ti are ground
constructor terms is R�reducible�

The inductive positions of a de�ned symbol f are the positions of constructors in the left�
hand sides of Rf � This way the function append de�ned by�

append�	�� x�� x append�x �� xs� y�� x �� append�xs� y�

has inductive position  and the function fib de�ned by�

fib���� �
fib�S����� S���

fib�S�S�x���� fib�x� � fib�S�x��

has inductive position  and �� Let t � C	f�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� A variable x located in a construc�
tor term ti at an inductive position of f is called a surreductive variable of t relative to f � For
example x is a surreductive variable �relative to �b� in the term fib�s�x��� A surreductive term
is a term f�t�� t�� � � � � tn� with constructor terms at inductive positions� and with at least one
surreductive variable� When Rf is complete� there exists a well�typed instance by constructor
terms of any surreductive term f�t�� t�� � � � � tn� which is Rf �reducible� If p is a position of a
surreductive variable x relative to f in a term t� and p�u is an inductive position greater or
equal than p� then u is a surreductive position associated to x� For example  is a surreductive
position of x in the term fib�s�x���

We suppose the reader familiar with the fold�unfold method 	��� It consists of � rules�
namely De�nition� Instantiation� Unfolding� Folding� Abstraction� and Law� These rules intro�
duce new identities that are equational consequences of existing identities� Dershowitz 	�� has
shown how the combination of Instantiation and Folding is enabled by critical pair generation�
Unfolding and Law are simpli�cations by rewriting� De�nition is the introduction of a synthesis

�A constructor�based system of equalities is similar to set of denition equalities with pattern�matching
arguments in functional programming�
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rule by the user� Abstraction is used for a tupling tactic� We implement the tupling strategy by
using three additional functional symbols �reserved symbols�� fst� snd� and pair for the theory
Pair� fst�pair�x� y�� � x� snd�pair�x� y�� � y�

� Study of the synthesis

We assume that the �rst�order functional program is presented by a constructor�based orthog�
onal and terminating rewrite system R� In this section� we describe the synthesis process�
Synthesis rules introduce a new function whose functional symbol �synthesized symbol� is a
fresh functional symbol �a symbol that does not occur in R�� We denote them by h� h�� h�� � � ��

��� Synthesis rules

In the fold�unfold methodology synthesis rules are called de�nition rules or eurekas rules be�
cause they are introduced through the insight of a clever user� Mechanisms to generate au�
tomatically synthesis rules and to foresee inductive positions of the corresponding synthesized
symbols for deforestation and two�loops fusion strategies are presently implemented in Astre�
These mechanisms are described in 	��� In this paper� we do not address this problem� We
simply consider that a set of synthesis rules SR is input to the synthesis process and we assume
that the inductive positions of the synthesized symbols are known� Synthesis rules are rewrite
rules used for folding� therefore� we better have R � SR terminating�

Let us guess what a synthesis rule can be� It is a rewrite rule s � C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn���
The synthesis symbol h does not occur in the left�hand side s since the rule introduces h�
The context C is here to accommodate the tupling strategy where two synthesis rules s� �
fst�h�t�� t�� � � � � tn� and s� � snd�h�t�� t�� � � � � tn� are necessary to introduce a synthesized
symbol of co�arity 
� The context C is either fst or snd� For example�

sum�x�� fst�h��x�� ��

length�x�� snd�h��x�� �
�

introduce the synthesis of a function h� which computes the pair of the sum and the length of
a list� For other strategies� one rule s� h�x�� x�� � � � � xn� is enough� For example�

length�append�x� y��� h��x� y�� ���

A synthesis rule is always right�linear since we want the synthesis to return left�linear rules
for de�nition of h� The synthesis rule must be variable preserving since we want to orient a
rule of the de�nition of h in the opposite direction� Essentially� the synthesis process computes
critical pairs between a rule in R and a synthesis rule� and� later� between a rule of R and such
a synthesis critical pair� For example a critical pair of the rule � with a rule append�	�� x�� x
gives the critical pair �length�	��� h�	��� which is turned in a rule h�	�� � length�	�� of Rh�
This computation put constructors at� and only at� surreductive positions of the left�hand side
of the synthesis critical�pair C	h���x��� ��x��� � � � � ��xn���� This is the key to the termina�
tion and soundness of the synthesis process� For example� suppose a synthesis critical pair is
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�append�append�x� y�� length�z��� h�x� y� z��� where  is the unique inductive position of h� The
critical pair with a rule length�	��� � is not considered for the synthesis�

A more sophisticated synthesis rule is s� h�t�� t�� � � � � tn� where some ti are terms instead
of variables� For example�

length�append�x� y��� h��x� length�y�� ���

It is introduced to force a top symbol length to go down in a term so that it consumes a non
inductive variable y� These synthesis rules are introduced automatically to force a folding�
For example� the rule � is introduced to reduce the right�hand side of the rule h�x �� xs� �
length�append�x� flatten�xs��� so that folding by rule � is possible� The result is the rule�
h�x �� xs� � h��x� h�xs��� This is automatized very easily and is a good substitute for the
inductive law length�append�x� y�� � append�length�x�� length�y��� Notice that the term ti
which is not a constructor term �here length�x�� is embedded in s� As we will see later� this
embedding ensures SR�termination�

A synthesis rule is said to be collapsing if it reduces a left�hand side of R� For example the
two synthesis rules  and 
 are collapsing� For the synthesis process to begin� it is necessary
than at least one synthesis critical pair �or a collapse� with R exists� Consider the following
example� Assume that  and � are not inductive position of h� There is no synthesis critical pairs
between R and the synthesis critical pair �append�append�x� y�� length�z��� h�x� y� z�� since the
surreductive variables x and z in the left�hand side are not surreductive variables of h�x� y� z��
Since a synthesis rule must generate synthesis critical pairs� its left�hand side s must contain a
surreductive subterm whose surreductive variables are also surreductive variables of its right�
hand side C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn���

There is a di�culty when we have two synthesis rules s� � C	h�t�� t�� � � � tn�� and s� �
C	h�t�� t�� � � � tn��� For clarity� it is always possible to rename the right�hand sides so that they
are identicals� Tupling synthesis critical pairs must come by pairs� In other words� when we get
one critical pair with one right�hand side� we want to be to get the twin critical pair with the
same right�hand side �modulo renaming�� For that� it is su�cient that the same substitutions
apply for the overlaps between R and the two tupling rules that give synthesis critical�pairs�
In other words� it is su�cient that the surreductive positions in s� and s� of the surreductive
variables in C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn�� are the same� For example in the rules  and 
 the left�hand
sides sum�x� and length�x� have the same surreductive positions associated to x�

Also� tupling synthesis rules are often collapsing� In this case they rather not match the
same rules of R since� in this case� the process we describe later will not �nd twin collapsing
pairs� For example f�x� y� z�� fst�h�x��� and f�x� z� y� � snd�h�x�� where 
 and � are not
inductive positions of f reduce both the left�hand sides of Rf �

Let us now de�ne a synthesis rule�

De�nition � A right linear� variable preserving rule �s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� where h does
not occur in s is a synthesis rule for h if�

�� Orthogonality� Let x be a variable of C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� All the occurrences of x as a
surreductive variable of s have the same surreductive positions�
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�� Existence� There exists one surreductive subterm in s whose surreductive variables are
also surreductive variables of C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn���

	� Tupling� C is either empty or C � fst 
or snd�� In the later case� both rules s� �
fst�h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� and s� � snd�h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� are elements of SR 
modulo a re�
naming�� Moreover surreductive positions in s� and s� of the surreductive variables of
C	�h�t�� t�� � � � � tn�� are the same� Also� s� and s� must not match the same rules in R�

�� SR�termination� Every ti which is not a constructor term is embedded into s�

� Generalization� For a non�constructor term ti� i is a non�inductive position of h�

These conditions are su�cient to prove the correctness of the synthesis� Orthogonality ensures
that the synthesis process does not creates overlapping rules� Generalization allows us to
use a simple generalization to obtain a constructor�based system from critical pairs with R

and the pairs where some ti�  � i � n are not constructor terms� The trick here is that�
in this case� the synthesis process does not change the term ti which is not a variable� In
other words� the synthesis can be done without utilizing this term� For example� suppose
that the strategy gives  as inductive position of h�� we would not allow a synthesis rule like
reverse�append�x� y��� h��reverse�x�� y�� For us� h� is not synthesizable since critical pairs
with Rappend substitute x with a constructor term� and then� reverse���x�� is reduced into a
term which is not a constructor term� Then the synthesis process is insu�cient� as it is now�
to derive a constructor�based de�nition of h��

The synthesis process is driven by the computation the synthesis critical pairs� The synthesis
process begins to computes critical�pairs between rules of R and non�collapsing synthesis rules
s � C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� The goal is to derive constructor�based rules for h from the synthesis
critical pairs� As we have said before� synthesis critical pairs are critical pairs between R and
a pair �s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� which put constructors at� and only at� surreductive positions of
the right�hand side C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� Another way to tell the same thing is that the non�
surreductive variables are not instantiated�

De�nition � Let l � r be a rule of R and �s� d� a synthesis rule� or� recursively� a synthesis
critical pair� A critical pair ���s	r��� ��d�� is a synthesis critical pair if and only if for every
non�surreductive variable x � V �d�� ��x� is simply a renaming�

SCP �R�E� denotes the set of synthesized critical pairs between the rewrite system R and a
set E of pairs �s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn���� For example� let SR � flength�append�x� y��� h��x� y�g
and let Rappend and Rlength be the following�

length�	�� � �
length�x �� xs� � S�length�xs��

append�	�� y� � y
append�x �� xs� y� � x �� append�xs� y�

where S is the successor function� SCP �R� SR� contains two synthesis critical pairs�

�length�	��� h��	�� y�� �length�x �� append�xs� y��� h��x �� xs� y��
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Moreover a set of rewrite rules LR �inductive theorems of R� can be input to the synthe�
sis process� These are the laws that usually facilitate the process in the fold�unfold method�
Diverses mechanisms to introduce automatically laws in the deforestation strategy has been
explored by Chin and Bellegarde 	�� ��� The technique of rippling found in recent works 	�� for
automated theorem prover provide an interesting general mechanism to generate laws and syn�
thesis rules� However� we have noticed 	�� that most of the situations that requires laws in a de�
forestation can be simply handled by introducing synthesis rules s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn�� where
some of the ti�  � i � n are terms and not variables like in the rule length�append�x� y���
h�x� length�y��� In this paper� we do not address the problem of automatic generation of the
laws� We only consider the impact of laws on termination issues� We can now describe the
synthesis process�

��� Transition rules for a synthesis

We assume that R�SR�LR is terminating� In Section 
� we will see that left�linear synthesis
rules guarantee that R � SR � LR is terminating when R � LR is terminating�

The synthesis process is expressed by the set of transition rules presented in Figure � A
transition rule transforms a pair �R�E�� where R is an orthogonal rewrite system and where E
is a set of synthesis equalities� It uses a set of synthesized rules SR which is preserved during
a synthesis� The synthesis procedure is a strategy to apply the transition rules repeatedly to
�R� SCP �R� SR�� until none is applicable� Consider the role of each transition rules�

� Deduce adds to E synthesized critical pairs between R and E�

� Collapse�R simpli�es the left�hand side of a rule in R and turns it into a pair in E� This
pair has the same status than a synthesis critical pair� Collapse�R applies in tupling
strategy when the left�hand sides of a synthesized pair is of the form f�x�� x�� � � � � xn�
where the xi at inductive position i is a variable�

� Unfold�Fold�E uses synthesis rules and R to simplify a left member of an equality in E�

� Laws uses inductive laws to simplify a left�member of an equality in E�

� Delete remove any trivial equality�

� Fold�R simpli�es right�hand sides of rules in R by a synthesis rule�

� Orient turns an equality in E into a rule of R when no synthesis critical pair can be
computed�

� Pair applies when h is synthesized from two pairs �s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� where C is fst
for one pair and snd for the second�

For example� let SR � flength�append�x� y��� h��x� y�g� The synthesis process begins with�

E � SCP �R� SR� � f�length�	��� h��	�� y��� �length�x �� append�xs� y��� h��x �� xs� y��g
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Deduce � �R�E� 	 �R�E � f�p� q�g�
if �p� q� � SCP �R�E�

Collapse�R � �R � f�l� r�g�E� 	 �R�E � f�r� l��g�
if l�SR l�

Unfold�Fold�E� ��R�E � f�p� q�g�� 	 �R�E � f�p�� q�g�
if p�SR�R p�

Laws � �R�E � f�p� q�g� 	 �R�E � f�p�� q�g�
if p�LR p�

Delete � �R�E � f�p� p�g� 	 �R�E�
Fold�R � �R � f�l� r�g�E� 	 �R � f�l� r��g� E�

if r �SR r�

Pair �R � fC�	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� s�g�
E � fs� � C�	h�t��� t

�

�� � � � � t
�

n��g� 	 �R � fh���t��� ��t��� � � � � ��tn��
� pair���s��� ��s���g� E�

if SCP �R� f�s
� C�	h�t
�

�� t
�

�� � � � � t
�

n��� � 
� s� is �R � SR��irreducible� where C� � fst and C� �
snd or the converse� and � is the more general uni�er of the ti�  � i � n�

Orient � �R�E � f�p� q�g� 	 �R� f�q�� p��g� E�

if SCP �R� f�p� q�g� � 
� p is R�SR�irreducible� and where �q�� p�� � ���p�� ��q��� q� is the least
generalization which substitutes every ti �� T �C� V ��  � i � n in q � C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn�� by fresh
distincts variables

Figure � Synthesis transition rules

By Unfold�Fold�E three times� we get�

E � f��� h��	�� y��� �S�h��xs� y��� h��x �� xs� y��g

By Orient two times we get�

Rh� � fh��	�� y�� �� h��x �� xs� y�� S�h��xs� y��g

Another example with two collapsing rules�

SR �
sum�x� � fst�h�x��
prod�x� � snd�h�x��

Rsum �
sum�	�� � �
sum�x �� xs� � x� sum�xs�

Rprod �
prod�	�� � �
prod�x �� xs� � x � prod�xs�

foo�x�� sum�x� � prod�x�
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Apply Collapse�R four times�

E �

� � fst�h�	���
x� sum�xs� � fst�h�x �� xs��
� � snd�h�	���
x � prod�xs� � snd�h�x �� xs��

R � foo�x�� sum�x� � prod�x�

Apply Fold�R two times� and Fold�E two times�

E �

� � fst�h�	���
x� fst�h�xs�� � fst�h�x �� xs��
� � snd�h�	���
x � snd�h�xs�� � snd�h�x �� xs��

R � foo�x�� fst�h�x�� � snd�h�x��

Apply Orient two times and Pair two times�

h�	��� pair��� ��

h�x �� xs�� pair�x� fst�h�xs��� x � snd�h�xs���

foo�x�� fst�h�x�� � snd�h�x��

When no more transition rules applies� the system R is a constructor�based orthogonal rewrite
system� Conditions we impose to the de�nition of the synthesis rules are su�cient to get this
result� Moreover� the transition rules are sound with the following meaning� Assuming that
f�t�� t�� � � � � tn� ��

R s where f � D� ti�  � i � n and s are ground constructor terms� then
f�t�� t�� � � � � tn� �

�

R��CSR s where R� is the rewrite system result of the synthesis and CSR is
the set of the collapsing synthesis rules� Sketch of a proof can be found in appendix� The result
of interest for the present paper is the termination of the synthesis process�

� Termination of the synthesis

During a synthesis process� the rewrite system R � SR � LR must be terminating so that
reductions terminate� We do not use reduction orderings to prove termination of rewrite sys�
tems during the synthesis� We always assume termination of R � LR but we can get for free
termination of R � LR � SR when the synthesis rules are left�linear�

��� Study of the termination of R � LR � SR

Consider the termination of SR� It contains synthesis rules as de�ned in Section � To prove its
termination� it is su�cient to take a recursive path ordering where all the functional symbols
that occurs left�hand sides s of rules in SR have a greater precedence than the synthesized
symbols h� Let us prove now that SR quasi�commute over R � LR when SR is left�linear�

Theorem � Let R � LR be terminating and SR be left�linear� R � LR � SR is terminating�
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Proof� Let s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn�� be a rule in SR and l� r be a rule in R�LR�
Assume a rewriting by l� r follows a rewriting by s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� we have

t � u	��s���SR u	C	h���t��� ��t��� � � � � ��tn�����R t�

The rewriting by l � r cannot occur at the position of h in d� Therefore it
occurs either in the context u or it rewrites one of the subterms ��ti�� In the
�rst case� t� can obviously be obtained by rewriting �rst by l � r and then by
s� C	h�t�� t�� � � � � tn��� In the second case� the same can be done because ti occurs
only once in the linear term s of a variable preserving synthesis rule� Since R�LR

and SR are terminating and SR quasi�commutes over R � LR� R � LR � SR is
terminating 	� ��� �

Hence� when SR is left�linear and R � LR is terminating� we are certain� without using any
reduction ordering that all the reductions terminates during the synthesis process� The syn�
thesis rules are left�linear for deforestation� tupling� and recursion removal strategies� However
some syntheses cannot be introduced by left�linear synthesis rules� For example� one might
want a synthesis rule like x � x � h�x�� In this case� we do not get for free the termination
of R � LR � SR from the termination of R � LR� It needs to be proved otherwise� Now� we
assume that R � SR� LR terminates and we prove that the synthesis process terminates�

��� Termination of the synthesis process

To prove that repeated applications of the transition rules always terminate� consider the triplet
�I� E�R� where I is the �nite set of all possible substitutions by constructor terms at inductive
positions of the synthesized symbols� The triplets are ordered by lexicographic extension of
well�founded orderings on the sets I � E� and R� I is ordered by its size� The sets E and R are
ordered by a multiset extension ordering on a well�founded ordering on their ordered pairs of
terms� We order the pairs as follows� �p� q� � �p�� q�� if p � p� or p � p� and q � q� where the
term order is the rewrite order de�ned by the terminating rewrite system R � SR � LR� We
show that each transition rule decreases lexicographically the triplet �I� E�R��

� Deduce decreases the size of I by pushing one constructor term in an inductive position�

� Collapse�R decreases the size of I by pushing one constructor term in an inductive
position�

� Unfold�Fold�E and Laws decreases E by rewriting a left�hand side of a pair�

� Delete and Orient decreases E by removing one of its pairs�

� Fold�R decreases R by rewriting a right�hand side of a pair�

� Pair and Orient decreases E�

It remains to prove that the synthesis process preserves termination of R�

�



��� Preservation of the termination of R

To prove the preservation of the termination of R� we need more notations on relations�
Notations on relations� Given two relations �R and �S ��R 	�S is called R modulo

S and stands for the relation ��

S ��R ���

S � Note that�R 	�S and �R 	��

S are the same�
In the proof� we use as lemma the following result from 	���

Lemma � �See 	
�� Let S and T be rewrite systems� Suppose S locally cooperates with T �
S � T is terminating and T is con�uent� The relation ��S 	��T � �T ��

� can be used to
prove termination� i�e� a rewrite system that satis�es l ��S 	��T � �T ��� r for all rules
l� r is terminating�

The local cooperation of a system S with a system T is a kind of local con�uence between rules
of S and T that can be tested by a criteria on critical pairs between S and T when the system
T is variable preserving and left�linear� Therefore� if there is no overlap between S and T � and
T is left�linear and variable preserving� then S locally cooperates with T � The proof uses also
the following lemma�

Lemma � Let SR be synthesis rules for a left�linear� constructor�based� and terminating
rewrite system R at the begining of the synthesis and let T � SR�� be the converse of synthesis
rules� Assume that R is terminating� then R � T is terminating�

Proof� We prove that a �R � T ��reducible term t cannot be the beginning
of an in�nite derivation� Let us use a mathematical induction on the number of
occurrences of h in t� Assume t has no occurrences of h� we can only have t�R t� and
t� has no occurrence of h since the left�hand sides of rules in R does not contain h�
Therefore every derivation from t is a R�derivation and hence terminating� Consider
now a term t which contains n occurrence of h� Consider the �rst occurrence of
a rewriting by T in the derivation� t ��

R � �T t�� the term t� contains n  
occurrences of h since the left�hand sides of the synthesis rules does not contain h�
No in�nite derivation can come from t� and hence from t� �

Let us prove now that the synthesis process preserves the termination of R�

Proof� Let us call Rfold the rewrite system R after applications of the transition
rule Fold�R� The result of the synthesis is Rfold � Rh � CSR where CSR are the
collapsing synthesis rules� Let us prove that Rfold � Rh is terminating�

� There is no overlap between rules of T and T is terminating� therefore T is
con�uent�

� There is no overlap between R and T and T is variable preserving and left�
linear since synthesis rules are variable preserving and right�linear� Therefore
R locally cooperates with T �

� R � T is terminating by Lemma 
�





Consequently ��R 	��T � �T ��
� can be used to prove the termination of Rfold�

Rh by Lemma � There are two cases to consider�

� either l� r � Rfold then l�R�
�

T r by de�nition of Rfold� therefore

l ��R 	��T � �T ��
� r � or


� l � r � Rh� Then it comes from a pair �r� l� in E� A pair in E comes from a
synthesis critical pair between R and SR � T��� or from a collapse of R by a
synthesis rule� In both cases we have l �T�R r� Subsequent pairs in E are
obtained by rewriting of r by SR so l �T�R�

�

T r� or by rewriting by Rfold

so l�T�R ���T ���R�
�

T ��
�r� or by critical pair with Rfold which does not

change the relation� Consequently we always have� l �R 	��T � �T ��
� r

This achieves the proof that Rfold �Rh is terminating� We now prove that Rfold �
Rh � CSR is terminating� To prove termination� we use a result of Bachmair and
Dershowitz 	�� They have proven that if R�	R� and R
 terminates� then R� R

terminates� In the �rst part of the proof we show that �Rfold�Rh� � R	�T � T���
gives the termination of Rfold�Rh but it gives also termination of �Rfold�Rh�	�T�
T���� Therefore Rfold �Rh � CSR terminates since CSR � T�� � �T � T���� and
CSR terminates� �

Unfortunately termination of a sole synthesis is not enough� For a given tactical� the system
automatically generates synthesis rules and run the synthesis process since no more synthesis
rules can be generated� Let us study the termination of the tactical process�

� Tactical termination

The tactical process generates a sequence of set of synthesis rules SR�� SR�� � � �� To simplify�
we consider that� each time� only one synthesis symbol is synthesized� Let us then consider
the sequence of the left�hand sides �or of the pair of the twin left�hand sides for a tupling�
s�� s�� � � � � si� � � � of the synthesis rules for the synthesis of symbols h�� h�� � � � � hi� � � �� Since there
are only a �nite number of synthesis rules that can be generated from a �nite set of rules� the
tactical termination problem is the same that the termination of the sequences s�� � � � � si� si�� � � �
where si�� is generated from Rhi

� We call such a sequence a chain of syntheses� The tactical
process generates a new si�� from one of the right�hand sides ri of Rhi

� We call S the relation
between si and ri and G the relation between ri and si��� More precisely� si �S ri if and only
if there exists a substitution � of surreductive variables of hi by constructor terms such that
��si��

�

R�LR�SR ri� It is a special case of narrowing derivation 	��� The relation G is de�ned by
the tactical but we can assume that it is always contained into the inverse of the encompassment
ordering� In other words� if ri �G si��� there exists a substitution 
� and a position p such
that 
�si��� � rijp� A chain of syntheses C is simply a sequence s� �S ��G s� �S�G s� � � ��
The tactical termination is thus �S ��G termination�

In the following� we assume that we rename all the variables into a unique dummy constant
�� We also assume that a synthesis symbol hj � � � j � i does not occur in a term si�� in






the chain of syntheses� Therefore the terms si are ground terms constructed on a �nite set of
symbols� In this case� every in�nite sequence of ground terms is self�embedding by Kruskall�s
tree theorem�

Suppose that we have a relation � on terms such that if si � r where r is one of the
right�hand sides of the rules in Rhi

� Assume that si � r implies that si cannot be embedded
into a term that comes afterwards in C� In other words� si � r foresee a future self�embedding
in the sequence C� Then the tactical process can follow a backtracking strategy to guarantee
its termination by application of Kruskall�s tree theorem� The de�nition of � uses the relation
� on terms de�ned by f�g if and only if g occurs in one of the left�hand sides of Rf �

De�nition  We have s � f�s�� � � � � sm� � g�t�� t�� � � � � tn� � t if and only if either of the
following cases hold�

�� g�f and si � t�  � i � m� or

�� f � g and si � ti�  � i � m� or

	� f�s�� � � � � sm� � ti for some i�  � i � n�

We now propose the following�

Proposition � Let si �S r �G ���S ��G���sj� If si � sj then si � r�

Sketch of proof� We prove that if s � f�u�� � � � � un� � t and r �G ���S

� �G�
�t then s � r by induction on terms structure� Take the smallest subterm

t� � f�v�� � � � � vn� of t such that s� t� Take the smallest subterm r� � g�w�� � � � � wm�
of r such that r� �G ���S ��G�

�t�� Then� either f � g or g�f � Proof of s � r� is
su�cient for proof of s � r�

� g � f � We have ui � vi�  � i � n by de�nition of � � Since r� �G ���S ��G

��t� and r� � f�w�� � � � � wn�� wi �G ���S � �G�
�vi�  � i � n� Then we have

ui � vi�  � i � n by induction� and s � r� by de�nition of ��

� g�f � We have ui� vi�  � i � n by de�nition of � � Since r� �G ��S ��G�
�t��

we also have r� �G ��S ��G��vi�  � i � n by changing the last application
of �G� Then we have ui � r� by induction� and s � r� by de�nition of ��

�

� Related works and Conclusion

Fully automatized algorithms for deforestation based on a fold�unfold method are those of
Wadler 	

� and more recently of Chin 	�� �� Though this paper does not consider a partic�
ular tactical or the way we generate synthesis rules� let us observe the deforestation tactical�
Its goal is to eliminate useless data�structures� In the left�hand side of the synthesis rule� there
are functional symbols consumers of a data structure that is produced by a functional symbol
producer of the data�structure that could be eliminated� Chin and Wadler impose restrictive

�



conditions on the synthesis rules since they do not have the powerful synthesis rules with non�
constructor terms arguments of the synthesis symbol to achieve fusion with a functional symbol
f that does not produce a constructor as top symbol of the right�hand sides of the rules in Rh�
Also� their algorithms do not integrate easily the use of laws� Only to illustrate the di�culty of
the termination problem� notice that the termination proof of Chin�s deforestation algorithm
takes four pages in 	�� Chin�s and Wadler�s algorithms are specialized towards the deforesta�
tion tactical so that it does not seem to be �exible enough to include other tacticals� The Focus
system 	
�� is a general system for synthesis based on rewriting techniques� However� it is not
fully automatic� We do not know a fully automatic process which supports other tacticals than
deforestation� Chin and Darlington have done a remarkable work to take account of higher�
order functional programs in 	
�� An implementation of the Chin�Darlington�s specialization
algorithm is used as a preprocessor of ASTRE for input of functional programs� The actual
limitation of our technology is the termination property of the rewrite system�

In the paper� we propose a set of transition rules that describe a fully automatic synthesis
procedure for the transformation of functional programs that are presented by terminating or�
thogonal constructor�based rewrite systems� We proved that the synthesis process is sound and
that it preserves the property of the rewite system and particularly its termination� We proved
that the synthesis processis terminating and we know how to ensure termination of a chain of
syntheses� The synthesis rule conditions are satis�ed for automatization of deforestation and
two�loops tupling� The set of transition rules can be completed for handling other tacticals� In
particular adding a transition rule that computes critical pairs between the synthesis rules and
a set of laws does not change the results presented in this paper�
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A Soundness of the transition rules

We prove that the synthesis process� as described in Section �� preserves successful computations of
ground terms� Let �R�� E�� be the result of the synthesis process beginning with �R�SCP �R�SR�� and
let CSR be the collapsing synthesis rules� Consider a derivation f�t�� t�� � � � � tn� ��

R c where f � D�
ti� � � i � n and c are ground constructor terms� We prove that f�t�� t�� � � � � tn���

R�
�CSR c�

�



Proof� Consider a derivation D by R towards a ground constructor term c� Let us
re�ect the changes made to this derivation during the synthesis process and let us show
that they can be turned into a R� derivation� We call R the evolving rewrite system during
the synthesis process� Changes to R comes either from folding a rule by a synthesis rule or
from collapsing a rule by a synthesis rule� In the �rst case u �R v is replaced by u �R

u� �SR v and in the second case u �R v is replaced by u �CSR u� �E v� In both cases
u� � K�C�h�s�� s�� � � � � sn��� where si are grounds terms� Since c is a ground constructor
term� all the terms si at inductive positions of h can be reduced to ground constructor terms
by a derivation which commutes over these derivation steps� So� consider a derivation step�
u� � K�C�h���t��� ��t��� ��t��� � � � � ��tn���� �SR K�C���s��� � v where ��ti� at inductive
position i of h is a ground constructor term� By Existence condition in De�nition �� there
exist synthesis critical pairs issued from overlaps between the synthesis rule and some Rg�
Since g disappear� one of these synthesis critical pairs in E � concerns our derivation step�
It gives� u� �R u�� � K�C�h����t�

�
�� ���t�

�
�� ���t�

�
�� � � � � ���t�n���� �E K�C����s�� � v��� In

other words� every �SR step becomes a �E step�
Consider now an element u�� �E v� It can be folded or unfolded by a rewriting by

SR� u�� �E v� �SR v or by a rewriting by R� u�� �E v� �R v� It remains two cases�
�E is turned into �R by Orient or a synthesis critical pair is derived changing �E into
�R�E � Since there are a �nite number of such pairs� every step�E is �nally oriented into
�R� Peaks �R�R can all be changed into valleys ��

R ���

R by con�uence of R yielding a
derivation of R towards irreducible c� �

�


